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DECISION AND'ORDER

The Proceeding

This matter came before the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations, hereinafter the Board, under a stipulation which pro- '
vides in part:

The question as to whether or not the librarians
should be included in the faculty unit will be deter-

mined in accordance with P.A. 73-366,  State Employee
Relations Act and Regulations.

.The proceedings were initiated by a notification and petition filed
with the Board by,the  University of Connecticut Chapter, American
Association of University Professors, hereinafter the Association
or petitioner, requesting in effect an election among a unit of
employees of the University of Connecticut, hereinafter the University,
called "faculty," which included librarians. University of Connecticut
Federation of University Teachers, Local 1386, AFT, AFL-CIO, herein-
after the Federation or intervenor, duly intexvened in these procecd-
ings. The parties agreed upon the terms of the election including
the membership of the faculty unit, except for the librarians. The
stipulation recited above covered the librarians.

Hearings were held before the Board at the Labor Department
building in Wethersfield on March 22 and March 31, 1976,  at which
the parties appeared and were represented by counsel. Full oppor-
tunity was given to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examine
witnesses, and make argument. The parties filed written briefs
on May 21, 1976.

The Hearings

At the hearings it appeared that some librarians of various
ranks  were employed by the University. Most of these have degrees,
many advanced degrees. They are concededly professionals.



The evidence showed that librarians play an important part
in furthering the same goals as are pursued by the faculty:
teaching and research. It also showed that librarians share
with faculty members many aspects of academic life so that there
is a substantial basis for finding a community of interest among
the members of both groups. On the other.hand  librarians are not
'listed as faculty in the University bulletin, and the evidence
showed respects in which their interests diverge from those of
faculty members.

Discussion

I

Our first task is to construe the statute. The relevant
paragraph reads as follows:

The board shall determine the appropriateness of a
unit which shall be the public em
subdivision thereof. In determin ngI

layer  unit or a

ness of the unit, the board shall:
the appropriate-
(1) Take into

consideration, but shall not be limited to, the follow-
ing: (i) Public employees muat have an identifiable
community of interest, and (ii) the effects of over-
fragmentation; (2) not decide ,that any unit is
appropriate if such unit includes both professional
and nonprofessional employees, unless a majority of
such professional employees vote for inclusion in such
unit; (3) take into consideration that when the state
is the employer, it will be bargaining on a statewide
basis unless issues involve working conditions eculiar
to a given governmental employment locale; and ?4) permit
the faculties of (i) The University of Connecticut (ii)
the state colleges, (iii) the community colleges, <iv)
the state technical calleges ; and (v) the state vocational
schools ehall  each comprise a separate unit, which in each
case shall have the right to bargain collectively with its
respective board of trustees or its designated representa-
tive. Non-faculty professional staff of the above insti-
tutions may by mutual agreement be included in such
bargaining units,
unit of their own.

or they may form a separate bargaining
This section shall not be deemed to

prohibit multi-unit bargaining.

A careful reading of subiaragraph (4) reveals that it is gram-
matically defective and expresses inconsistent meanings. As

it is written it rovides  that "the board shall . . . (4) permit
the faculties of ?i) The University of Connecticut . . . shall
each comprise a separate unit." implies Board
discretion and should be followed e or a dependent
clause (e.g. permit the faculties each to comprise a separate
unit). The words shall comnrise  denote-legislative command which
would allow no roes Board discretion and seem to COnStitute
the verb in an indebendent clause that should not be preceded' by
another verb like p&nit which would subordinate the rest  of the
sentence grammatically. Apparently there was an oversight in
drafting, perhaps because each of the inconsistent parts of the
sentence came from different earlier drafts (ex'oressinu  different
intentions) without a proper reconciliation.- In this situation
it is our duty to ascertain which of the two opposed meanings was
probably intended in the final draft: The alternatives are (1)
to omit the word ermit  or (2) to omit the word shall and render
the mandatory indipendent clause as an infinitivr

U find the context requires that the mandatory language be
aiven its natural effect. The following sentence provides for
deviation from.the  faculty unit by in&ding non-faculty profes-
sionals, but only on one condition1 "by mutual agreement." If
the Board had the discretion implied from the word permit this
sentence would make little sense: the Board's discretxon would
be broad enough to allow it to'find  appropriate this broader unit
or another broader unit, with or without mutual consent. The
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apparent intent of this later sentence is to provide for an
exception to the mandated faculty unit but only upon mutual consent.

The construction we put upon sub-paragraph (4) is not out of
harmony with the general pattern of our collective bargaining
statutes. The most frequently recurring theme in that pattern
is one of Board discretion under specified guidelines but that
is not the only theme. Throughout the history of these statutes
the Legislature has on occasion defined the dimensions of a bar-
gaining unit and where it has there is no room for Board dincretion;
our oniy  function in such a case is to determine whether the unit
sought fits within the statutory definition. Thus the Municinal
Elnpioyee Relations Act proscrib&  a separate unit for "each  police
department consisting of the uniformed end investigatory employees
of" such department. Section 7-471(3). Under that mandate we felt
compelled to decide that PBX onerators  aould not be a part of the
police  unit though there was a-substantial community of interest
between them and the employees in tha unit. City of Hartford,
Dec. No. 861 (1969). See also section 31-106~a)  (hoard shall
designate craft unit under stated conditions).

Since the petitioners 'claim that a majority of the faculty
and a majority of the librarians both want librarians included in
the faculty unit, it also becomes necessary to decide whether this
fact  satisfies the statutory condition of mutual agreement. We
find that it does not; mutual agreement here contemplases  agreement
by all parties concerned including the employer; Throughout the
.history of our labor relations statutes. and their administration,
agreement between the employer and the bargaining representative
has played a major part in defining the dimensions of bargaining
units: indeed the administration of these statutes would scarcely
be feasible if there were no such agreements. The Board has en-

. couraged  such agreements and has generally approved them, even
where the unit agreed upon is not the unit which'the Board would
find appropriate in the absence of agreement. ,':We;.believe  that the
Legislature fully accepts the desirability of such agreements and

': the large.part  they play in the administration of these statutes.
.‘JI '. In this context we believe that the words mutual agreement contem-.: . : plate an agreement to which the employer is a party.

In some instances the statute does provide for self-determination
by employees of the question of inclusion in a bargaining unit without

employer participation in the choice. Where that is the case the
Legislature uses language quite different from that in the penultimate
sentence of paragraph (by. Thus in sub-paragraph (2) of the same
paragraph the Board is forbidden to include professional and non-
.professional  employees in the same unit "unless a majoriwT;;asuch

. professional employees vote for inclusion in such unit."
clearly excludes employer participation in the matter. If this
form of self-determination had been intended in the sentence under
consideration we believe that the Legislature would have used
language parallel to that in sub-paragraph (2). Instead it used
the term mutual agreement with its conventional meaning of a redpro-
cal agreement eJ.1  parties concerned. See American Collene

P==
E3~~~'thi.s  meaning coincides wit

%
the way these statutes

ave consistently been administered, we have o trouble in finding
that to be what the term means in this sentence.

Prom the above we conclude as follows:

1) The Act mandates a separate unit for the faculty
of the University unless its non-faculty profes-
sional staff is included in such unit by mutual.
agreement.

2) There is mutual -agreement only if the University
is a party to it.

3) The Board's only function in this case is to deter-
mine whether profeseional librarians are a part of
the faculty since there is no mutual agreement to
their inclusion.
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4) Factors which ure listed as guides to the Board's
discretion are irrelevant to the issue before the
Board, since the leuislative mandate leaves no room
for such discretion: This renders largely irrelevant
decisions of the National Labor Relations Board which
turn on whether there is a community of interest

between faculty members and librarians. It also
renders irrelevant much of the evidence presented
at the hearings.

II

The sole question properly before the Board is whether
professional librarians as a body are members of the faculty
of the University. When the Legislature used the word faculty
in the Act it is presumed to use it in its ordinarily accepted
sense (unless the contrary appears from the context, which is
not the case).
body* o

In academic circles generally.librarians as a
are not considered faculty," as RLRB has noted in a passage

cited in the brief of petitioner end intervenor (at p.17). See
New York University
reflected in th'

205 NLRE 4, S (1973). Perhaps the attitude
1s &age is narrow; perhaps it should change and

may change irn time, but that is not the point. The present usage
can scarcely be doubted and that is what we must take to be the
intent of the Legislature.

Rven  some of the evidence introduced on behalf of the oeti-
tioner and intervenor reflects the present usage by implication.
Thus, the Joint Statement on Faculty Status of Collerre and Univer-
sity.Librsrians.(Rxh.  #5)  states that the role of librarians
"requires them to function essentially as,part  of the faculty" and
recommends that "this functional identity should be recognized by
granting of faculty status." The recommend Eat such status
should be granted clearly implies that it is not accorded at:present.
merecommendations  (whatever their worth) have not been accepted
by the University administration.

Moreover, as the petitioner and intervener note) the term
~~X~l,"~vs,~~~n~~e~biguous. But its most significant ambiguity

In academic circles the term is sometimes
used to dexe the conferring on a non-member of the faculty a
rank or other perquisites equivalent to those held by faculty mem-

. bers without making.him a member of the faculty. It may also be
used to denote membership on the faculty but the other meaning
,is  at least as common. 'Thus the thrust of Joint Statement is
itself inconclusive on the present issue. But 'whatever the state-
ment means the important. thing is that it is a recommendation for
change and a clear recognition that the status quo does not accord
even faculty status to librarians as a.bv

The petitioner and intervenor adduced an!impressive  body of
evidence tending to show that librarians have a community of inter-
est with faculty members. This is the criterion applied in NLRB
decisions under the federal statute and if it were the criterion
here we should give great weight to that body of evidence. Of
course it is one of the criteria to be applied by the Board in the
exercise of its discretion. But here, where the sole question before
the Board is whether professional members of the libraw staff are as
a body members of the faculty, there is no room.for discretion. The
value judgments involved have already been exercised by the Legisla-
ture. All that is committed to us is application of the legislative
definition.

', Indlvldual  members of the library staff are sometimes
regarded as faculty members (e.g., the head librarian).
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The petitioner and intervenor urge that some  employees
included in the faculty unit have no more proper place there
than the librarians. We are not called on to decide whether
that is SO. If it is, their inclusion is by mutual arZreement
and the agreement has not been shown to constitute such a patent
violation of the statutory definition that we should refuse to
accept it even if we should define some of the classifications
differently if the qUestiOn  were put up to UB. This hns been
our consistent attitude towards such agreements under the other
~;b~rcjlAtiOnEI  statutes and we see no reason to depart from

.

In accordance with the,stipulation of the parties we determine
that librarians should not be included in the faculty unit under
.P.A.  75-566.
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